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Abstract 
 
 
 
This paper seeks to identify indicators of why and how Ukrainian Government has             
failed to halt the conflict of Donbas by focusing on legislative developments between             
July 16 2014 - February 15, 2015. A Minimalist+politics approach has been applied,             
providing a theoretical framework that combines empiricy, normativity, and contextual          
settings to comprehend how peace processes operate depending on a country’s           
predetermined conditions. Ukrainian Government and the The Minsk Agreements,         
signed by representatives from Ukraine, Russia, Germany, and France both suggested           
laws on decentralization, anti-corruption, and security in order to improve the situation.            
Despite many suggestions, only a few were implemented. Indications of a lacking            
governmental capacity caused by domestic corruption, as well as indications of           
unwillingness to implement these laws have explained why and how Ukrainian           
Government failed to decrease hostilities in the conflict of Donbas during the studied             
time period. 
 
Key words: Donbas, Minsk Agreement, Ukraine, Peace Process.  
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1 Introduction 
 
 
 
 

The conflict in Donbas burst out in the aftermath of the 2013–2014 Euromaidan             
protests, after former President Viktor Yanukovych and his administration         
capitulated to Russian pressure and decided approach the Eurasian Economic Union           
instead of signing an Association Agreement with the EU (Serhy Yekelchyk           
2015:66). The Euromaidan was initially a result of domestic issues in Ukraine’s            
political landscape, shedding light on the fractured structure dividing different          
geopolitical issues between the one’s wanting to move closer to Europe, and the             
desire to establish an alternative, pro-Russian national identity in Ukraine. The           
protests also targeted the systematic corruption that had infiltrated Ukrainian          
politics, and protesters advocated reforms to eliminate corruptions (OHCHR fifth          
report:6). As a way of dealing with the increased hostilities in Dobas, Ukrainian             
Government suggested several legislative and constitutional reforms in 2014 in          
order to halt the conflict, and begin a peace process. These suggestions mainly             
revolved around laws on decentralization, anti-corruption, and security issues,         
which were also addressed through implementations of the international peace          
agreements called the Minsk Agreements. This paper seeks to understand how these            
legislative and constitutional reforms by Ukrainian Government have contributed to          
the political outcome of the Donbas conflict.  

 
 

1.1 Purpose/Research Question 
 

Jasmine-Kim Westendorf (2015) argues that the way of measuring peace processes           
by absolute or ideologically emoted standards is inadequate, since it lacks the            
ability to oversee contextual matters that contribute to the country’s conflict           
outcome. In order to fully understand peace process developments, a greater           
comprehension of governmental, security and transitional justice spheres is         
necessary, according to Westendorf. In line with this perception, I believe that a             
greater understanding of the Ukrainian Government’s capacity can explain the          
political outcome of the Donbas conflict. This paper will address Ukraine’s           
governmental sphere.  
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Tested against Westendorf’s main components that she claims are related to           
governmental capacity in peace processes - institutional transformation and         
institutional capacity (Westendorf 2015:109) - I will discuss the following          
questions: 

 
1. What indicators are there of why the Ukrainian Government failed to halt the conflict 

of Donbas? 
2. How have these indicators been demonstrated through legislative developments and 

institutional reforms that were initiated by Ukrainian Government between July 16 -– 
February 15, 2015? 
 

 
My hypothesis is that a lacking governmental capacity, and to some extent            
unwillingness, are the main reasons that the conflict has resulted in this unfortunate             
situation. With this said, the purpose is not necessarily to contribute generalizing            
knowledge on why some states fail or succeed to deliver peace, but rather to              
highlight the complexity of peace processes and to stress the importance of            
considering contextual settings in peace studies. This is something I believe has            
been somewhat overlooked in this field of research. The case of Ukraine is             
important, since it sheds light on the complexity of peace processes in countries             
with so called ‘hybrid regimes’, that are not full scale democracies, nor totalitarian             
states. Ukraine, being such a State (Freedom House, 2019) postulates a peace            
process that fits its contextual conditions in order to work. This is a contribution to               
mark the contextual settings, more than suggesting proper actions.  

 
To my extent, no literature has explored the specific legislative developments and            
institutional reforms that were implemented during July 2014 – February 2015           
beyond the Minsk Agreements. Contribution to research in this area is therefore my             
purpose, by filling a research gap that I argue sheds light on how Ukrainian              
Government has managed the conflict during the given time period.  

 

1.2 Material 
 

The empirical material I use is collected from monthly reports of the Ukrainian             
crisis from Office of the United Nations Higher Commissioner for Human Rights            
(OHCHR). The reports included in this paper are the fifht, seventh, eighth, and             
ninth report, comprising the time spectrum July 2014-February 2015. Report          
number six is not available, and I have complemented the missing time period by              
collecting empirics from the 27th session of Human Rights Council, that provides a             
report covering November 21, 2013 – September 5, 2014. The reports provide a             
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detailed explication of governmental and constitutional reforms made by the          
Ukrainian Government. I consider this to be a reliable source since they are official              
documents that are widely used in the field of research. Furthermore, I use              
secondary literature to supplement information of the course of events as well to             
discuss in my analysis.  
  

 

1.3 Previous Research 
 

Peace process has been a progressively used term since the 1990s, as the need to                
conceptualize different peace achieving operations grew larger. John Darby and          
Robert Mac Ginty essentially breaks down the term into four phases;           
pre-negotiation; how the process is managed in terms of negotiations and hostilities;            
peace agreements; and implementations of the agreements (John Darby & Robert           
Mac Ginty 2003:256). While Darby and Mac Ginty’s studies revolve around the            
peace process and its construction, Marie-Joëlle Zahar contributes to the field by            
researching why some peace processes fail and others succeed (2008). Mac Ginty            
also criticises liberal democratic incentives of peace processes, claiming the          
ideological approach to be insufficient (2010). In International Conflict Resolution          
After the Cold War (2000), William Zartman concludes that peace processes           
develop parallel with the parts willingness to reconcile, referring to the theory of             
“ripeness”.  

 
The Donbas conflict has been academically approached through several angles.          
Serhy Yekelchyk’s book  The Conflict in Ukraine: What Everyone Needs to Know. 
(2015) comprises the conflict through domestic, internal, and regional aspects,          
while Yaroslav Hrystak (1998) has emphasized regional, historical, and cultural          
aspects in his paper “National Identities in Post-Soviet Ukraine: The Case of Lviv             
and Donetsk”. Studies by Kimitaka Matsuzato (2017) and Miron Lakomy (2016)           
provides inputs on the foreign political aspect of the conflict, which has made me              
understand that this paper’s contribution is only one aspect of a foreign, politically             
stigmatized issue.  
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2 Theory 
 
 
 
 

While many studies of peace processes and peace agreements have provided           
comprehensive outlines and discussions on peace processes tendencies to ‘succeed’          
or ’fail’, Westendorf provides a theoretical framework that combines empiricy,          
normativity, and contextual comprehension for a certain political conflict. This          
allows studies of peace processes not to be limited by narrow measurements that             
defines peace by negative or ideological standards, and instead emphasizes factors           
that stretches beyond these. In order to truly understand the essence of conflicts and              
civil wars, Westendorf argues that they must be regarded and treated as political             
processes, and that the main reason that peacekeeping initiatives such as peace            
agreements fail is because they fail to recognize and respond to this important             
characteristics (Westendorf 2015:4). Negotiating through peace processes has        
become the preferred to deal with and support conflicts, and usually circulates            
around issues regarding security, governance and transitional justice, striving         
towards the goal of ending violent conflicts and establishing political settlements           
that essentially leads to non-violent circumstances (Westendorf 2015:6). This paper          
will cover Westendorf’s sphere of  governance. 

 
Westendorf essentially divides the concept of success in peace processes into two            
approaches - the minimalist and maximalist approach, in order to demonstrate the            
strengths and limitations of measuring peace. I will present the two approaches            
below. 

 

2.1 Minimalist Approach 
 

The minimalist approach measures successful peace in terms of physical factors           
such as the absence of violent hostilities in wars (Westendorf 2015:25). Beyond            
being a precise way of measuring physical violence, the minimalist approach does            
not provide any deeper analysis of the durability, sustainability or depth of peace,             
nor does it confront the complexity of potential temporary cease-fires in warzones,            
or the infrastructure that constitutes political, social and juridical aspects. For this            
reason, the absence of violence, especially in ongoing conflicts, is not considered to             
be a trustworthy indicator of sustainable peace. Despite being a vague indicator of             
the contextual setting of the non-violence, it is a helpful way to estimate this single               
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empirically founded criteria of peace - the absence of violence. In the studies of              
peace agreements, that often play a fundamental role in peace processes, UCDP            
claims that it is important to measure the success of these through the termination              
of violence, using a five year period as a measure of successful termination as a               
common time period (Stina Högbladh 2011:13). Regular and heavy violent          
occurrence is the simplest way of recognizing a conflict’s actuality, which makes            
this approach inevitable in studies of ongoing conflicts.  

 

2. 2 Maximalist Approach 
 

While the minimalist approach focus on physical attributes of peace, the maximalist            
approach serves a normative purpose in defining success. The maximalist approach           
aims to define success by establishing the causes of conflicts and creating a             
framework of how a high functional society should work, using normative           
measures (Westendorf 2015:28; Mac Ginty 2010:155). The more peace processes          
develop and practice liberal democratic characteristics such as political institutions,          
elections, a functioning law system and a prosperous civil society, the more            
successful they are considered to be (Ibid:28). This approach is often promoted by             
international communities - UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali argued        1

this approach in 1992 in his report An Agenda for Peace, claiming that in order for                
peacekeeping operations to actually work, peace agreements need to push for both            
long and short term solutions that promotes democracy, monitor elections,          
improving protections of human rights and the strengthening of governmental          
institutions that would increase the political participation (An Agenda for Peace,           
UN Doc, 1992). 

 
One issue of reflecting peace processes by a maximalist approach is that it             
advocates a normative perception of what peace should look like in liberal            
democratic terms. This provides a strictly limited framework for complex conflict           
affected countries to operate within. Hence, the maximalist approach and liberal           
peace formate becomes an unachieveable, and maybe not desirable scenario to           
work towards at a certain stage of peace process. Aligning with Westendorf’s            
perception, Mac Ginty suggests that structures that define and promote liberal peace            
norms could actually cause the failure of many peace processes, because of their             
inability to address the underlying factors contributing to the maintenance of armed            
conflicts (Mac Ginty 2010:145).  

 

1 ‘International community’ is used as a generic term to describe international organizations such as 
the UN, EU, and OSCE (Westendorf 2015).  
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Establishing democratic institutions to early could undermine the stability of peace,           
since the probability of establishing developed capacities and tools to uphold it are             
lower in the beginning of a peace process, even if these institutions are beneficial in               
the long run (Mac Ginty 2010: Westendorf 2015: Dawn Brancati & Jack L. Snyder              
2013) Thus, the maximalist approach somewhat reflect an simplistic assumption          
that peace can be built simply through similar formulas and institutions that define             
successful states.  

 

2. 3 Towards Another Approach 
 

My belief is that the hard-drawn scale, defining peace by two extreme            
measurements is problematic for two reasons - firstly, it does not encapsulate the             
contextual circumstances, nor the diverseness of domestic conflicts; secondly, it          
does not take internal conflicts into account to the same extent as civil wars. The               
conflict in Donbas is an excellent example of this - peace processes needs to be               
applied not only to non-democratic countries suffering from civil wars, but also on             
armed conflicts within countries, despite that they have not been developed into full             
scale wars. The minimalist approach is helpful to measure the absence of violent             
behaviour, and the maximalist approach does to some extent provide guidelines in a             
peace process, but is not flexible enough to provide guidelines to countries as             
Ukraine, that identifies as hybrid regimes. Nor is it sufficient in conflict zones,             
since it promotes a comprehensive liberal peace package, forcing countries into the            
simplistic picture of being democratic or non-democratic. Countries can be flawed           
and still uphold some democratic institutions, which Ukraine confirms. It is           
therefore crucial to seek answers beyond the minimalist or maximalist definitions in            
order to understand why other types of conflicts succeed or fail to implement peace              
processes.  

 

2. 3. 1 Minimalist+Politics Approach 
Westendorf suggests a minimalist+politics approach in the studies of peace          
processes as a way to understand and conceptualize peace, taking a step away from              
the extensive liberal state-building approach (Westendorf 2015:41). The        
minimalist+politics approach sets the minimum standard for conflict resolution by          
emphasizing the importance of ending physical violence, and at the same time            
oversees the political context that the conflicts takes place in (Ibid.) In this sense,              
this approach is a stronger tool to examine different conflicts and their peace             
processes. It moves away from the maximalist approach by not promoting a certain             
type of political framework as the right one to consolidate peace, and improves the              
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minimalist approach by adding a more nuanced approach to the simplistic measure            
of peace.  

 
The minimalist+politics approach promotes the importance of not solely defining          
peace processes by failure or success, but to capture the dynamic essence and             
variety of each conflicts results in these processes by studying how well            
government, security and transitional justice spheres respond to peacekeeping         
operations (Ibid.). This paper will focus on how the governmental sphere responds            
to the peace process of Donbas. 

 

2. 3. 2 Government Building as Peace Building 
 

The governmental sphere is not only evaluated by whether governmental reforms           
are implemented in line with negotiated agreements, but also weighs in the            
effectiveness and perceived legitimacy in the political context, referring to the           
absence/presence of corruption, trustworthiness, and transparency. Analyzing       
governmental issues should therefore be centered around the principal components          
that constitutes governance, and to which extent they grant peace consolidation           
(Westendorf 2015:49). Westendorf claims that building a stable government is a           
crucial point of peace building, since a peace process must be preceded by a well               
functioning government (Westendorf 2015:109). She identifies three main        
components that measures governmental capacity in conflicted countries. Firstly,         
she claims them to involve systems of representations, that are usually electoral            
processes. Secondly, she stresses institutional transformation, meaning the        
progression of constitutional reforms and new laws. Thirdly, she emphasizes the           
importance of institutional capacity, referring to how capable governmental         
structures are to practice their core functions (Westendorf 2015:109-110). These          
three components are helpful when determining how well the Ukrainian          
Government has responded to the peace process. I will mainly focus on the two              
latter, since my paper does not cover electoral processes.  

 
 

2. 4 Theoretical Discussion 
 

The conflict of Donbas strongly resembles one of Mac Ginty’s conceptualizations           
of a ‘No War, No Peace’ situations, that manifests through violent conflicts that are              
concentrated in specific geographic locations of a larger state (Mac Ginty           
2010:147). Since Mac Ginty (2010) focuses primarily on problematizing how the           
application liberal democratic values can be hurtful in peace processes, his           
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theoretical framework does not fully fit into this papers approach. This is also why I               
have chosen to not value the peace process through the standards promoted by             
international communities. The Donbas conflict needs to be discussed through a           
contextual setting, hence Westendorf’s theoretical framework. Despite this, Mac         
Ginty provides some important aspects that I am leaning on in the Analysis chapter.  

 
Westendorf mainly analyzes countries suffering from civil wars, which is not the            
exact case of Ukraine. Despite this, I argue that the minimalist+politics approach is             
applicable on various types of internal conflicts, mainly due to its flexible            
construction of considering the various components of a conflict.  

 

2. 4. 1 Limitations  
 

Historian Serhy Yekelchyk identifies three different spheres that simultaneously         
operates around the conflict in Donbas - the internal, external, and local sphere             
(Serhy Yekelchyk 2015:3). While the internal sphere refers to Ukraine’s political           
incentives and capacity to halt the conflict, the external sphere comprises Russia’s            
involvement in the conflict. The local sphere refers to the history and identity of              
Donbas and its citizens (Yekelchyk 2015:5) 

 
Due to the limited scope of this paper, I primarily address domestic legislative             
developments and institutional reforms that were made during the time period July            
16 2014 – February 15 2015, outlining why and how these responded to the peace               
process that was suggested through the Minsk Agreements and by Ukrainian           
Government. These legislative and institutional reforms concerns laws on         
anti-corruption, decentralization, security issues. I have chosen these laws since          
they aimed to have a direct preventive effect on the conflict in Donbas. Since my               
theoretical limitation narrows down to governmental aspects of peace processes,          
analyzing the empirics that covers these issues in the OHCHR reports is a natural              
choice. 

 
The chosen time period contains some of the most pivotal turning points of events              
of the conflict and its peace process - the establishment of Donetsk and Luhansk              
People’s Republics (DPR/LPR), the most concentrated violent fighting, and         
domestic political regulations. Therefore, I have chosen to limit my process tracing            
to April 2014 – February 2015, in order to set a contextual setting before legislative               
developments were made between July 2014 – February 2015. Focusing on           
legislative developments and governmental reforms excludes economic, social, and         
cultural layers. 
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Considering my political approach, there are many important aspects that will not            
be covered that have significant relevance to the country’s political context. The            
governmental approach I have chosen for this paper cannot explain all contributing            
factors to the conflict. Despite this, I consider this approach valuable, since it             
unfolds the relation between governmental decisions and conflict resolution.         
Economic, foreign, and cultural implications will therefore not be covered in this            
paper.  

 
 

3 Method 
 
 
 
 

Case studies, also called small-N studies, characterize as empirical studies focusing           
on a single outcome or event by drawing attention to the causes of effects rather               
than the opposite (Joachim Blatter & Markus Haverland, 2014:18). This highlights           
the most essential feature of case studies; by limiting the research to one or a small                
number of cases, the relations between empirics, causal mechanisms, and theory           
provides a comprehensive explanation for the issue that is studied. Regarding the            
conflict in Donbas, a case study becomes an excellent approach in order to provide              
clarification on the issue. Although the single case study fits the purpose of this              
paper, its biggest flaw is its lacking comparative characteristic, which is an            
effective method to prove or dismiss a theoretical premise. Since this paper's            
purpose is not to test a theoretical adoption, but to use the theoretical framework to               
highlight governmental issues, I do not consider the single case study to be limiting.  

 
Despite providing the possibility of focusing on one case and its causality, the             
single case study cannot do this by itself only by focusing on one case. To ensure                
that the research question is properly answered to based on empirics, Jan Teorell             
and Torsten Svensson suggest that one additional method is added in single case             
studies (Jan Teorell, Torsten Svensson 2007:242). I use process tracing as a counter             
method, that provides a chronological course of events, where the conflict is            
explained and analyzed.  
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3. 1 Process Tracing 
 

Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett defines Process Tracing as “[...]           
histories, archival documents, interview transcripts, and other sources to see          
whether the causal process a theory hypothesizes or implies in a case is in fact               
evident in the sequence and values of the intervening variables in that case”             
(George & Bennett 2005:6). It is an effective method to complement the single case              
study, since the main purpose of process tracing is to identify and determine             
causality.  

 
Beach suggests a process tracing method especially when studying political issues           
of why- and how character, since it provides a greater understanding of how a              
narrative story is related to its outcome (Beach, 2016:464). For this reason, a             
process tracing is suitable for this paper in order to explain why and how the               
Ukrainian Government has handled conflict given their preconditions and         
incentives. 

 
Combining process tracing with theories on why peace processes fail, I am able to              
concretize how Ukraine’s Government incapability to reconcile over the Minsk          
agreements and governmental issues can be indicated through their actions. The           
process tracing is loosely taking place over the time span April 2014 –February             
2015, but focuses mainly on some key time periods within this; the initiating of the               
conflict in April 2014; July-September 2014 – focusing on Governmental          
implementations and the Minsk Agreement I; and January-February 2015, further          
governmental implementations and Minsk Agreement II.  
 

3. 2 Operationalization and Key Definitions 
Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) provides a comprehensive        
operationalization catalogue in studies of conflicts which I will apply in this paper             
to define key terms.  

 
Peace Process 
UCDP defines a peace process as a formal process including at least two peace              
agreements, in which the involved parties have decided to settle by implementing a             
process where issues are resolved one at the time, or by implementing another set of               
peace agreements that build on previous agreement/s (Stina Högbladh 2011:42).  
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Peace Agreement 
UPDC Peace Agreement Dataset defines a peace agreement as s formal agreement            
between two conflicting parties. The agreement’s primary goal is to address the            
quarrel between actors and to outline a process for the parties to regulate the              
discrepancy (UCDP Peace Agreement Dataset:2). 

 
Armed Conflict 
With respect that designating the conflict is both sensitive and complex, I will refer              
to the situation as an armed conflict based on terminology from UCDP dataset,             
despite academic and journalistic disagreement on whether to call it a strife            
between governmental and/or territorial actors that results in at least 25           
battle-related deaths in one calendar year (Ibid.).  

 
Liberal peace - This paper to some extent discuss and problematize peace            
consolidation and formulation by certain normative standards. My reference to this           
is drawn from Mac Ginty’s conceptualization of ‘liberal peace’. It specifies in the             
symbiosis of its main elements: the ideological character, building on a western            
perception of that peace constitutes of political institutions and electorate, and its            
operational dynamics, constituting of international political systems with        
international communities and a global, liberal economic market (Mac Ginty          
2010:153-156).  
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4 Background 
 
 

4. 1 A Flawed Government  
 

According to Freedom House, Ukraine was considered a ‘hybrid regime’ in 2014,            
meaning they obtained some democratic, albeit flawed institutions. The defections          
primarily covered the national democratic governance, judicial framework and         
independence and corruption (Freedom House 2014). Additionally, out of 180          
countries, where number one is the least corrupt country, Ukraine placed as 120,             
indicating high levels of corruption internationally (Transparency International,        
2019). According to Taras Kuzio, the issues of corruption and a questionable            
legislation in Ukraine stretches back to the political culture of Soviet Union, that             
was shaped by its highly corrupt system (2015:327). Additionally, Kuzio          
emphasizes that corruption has permeated the whole political spectrum of Ukraine           
as a result of a non-existent will to defeat corruption, ineffective state institutions             
and a weakly implemented legislature (2015:328). The heavy corruption was also           
noticed by civil society, that at several occasions demonstrated their dissatisfaction           
- in 2004, the ‘Orange Revolution’ was initiated in Ukraine as a way of              
demonstrating civilian discontent with the rigged Presidential election in 2004 in           
order to favour Viktor Yanukovych’s victory (Anders Åslund & Michael McFaul           
2006:1). Ten years later, the Euromaidan broke out, once again demonstrating           
against the systematic corruption, Yanukovych, and lack of governmental         
transparency (OHCHR fifth report:6).  

 
States that suffer from high levels of corruption and poor governmental capacity are             
more exposed to the probability of domestic wars, according to political scientists            
James Fearon and David Laitin (2003). Although the situation in Dobas was never             
declared a civil war, these conditions were likely to have had an impact on the               
Donbas conflict. Going back to Westendorf’s governmental main components of          
what presupposes a functioning government, institutional capacity is clearly a          
central pillar in this regard (Westendorf 2015:109–110). High levels of corruption           
and fractured governmental capacity indicates of a low institutional capacity, since           
these components directly affects the government's ability to practice their core           
functions. Conflicted areas are dependent of a government's ability to practice           
transparency and effectiveness, and these procedures obtains strong resistance         
through the corrupt political culture of Ukraine. Åslund (2015:3) argues a similar            
stance, claiming the deep corruption to be one of the Ukrainian crisis root causes,              
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since it prevents the governmental capacity to evolve. For this reason, confronting            
the corrupt political culture and reinforcing governmental structures are crucial          
precautions in order to stimulate the peace process of Donbas.  

 
 

4. 2 Ethnic and Historical Context 
 

Donbas has a history of being an industrial region, providing Ukraine with its             
natural resources. This domestic feature was established in the 1870s, when the            
industrial explosion hit the Russian Empire. Being located close to the Russian            
border made it easy for Russian workers migrated to Ukraine and Donbas during             
this time period, bringing Russian culture and language to the area. The Russian             
population eventually increased, and naturally contributed to a linguistic change in           
the area, where many of the Ukrainian locals adopted Russian language and cultural             
attributes (Yekelchyk 2015:137). Ethnic Ukrainians still constituted a majority of          
the population in Donbas, but the Russian language eventually became the principal            
language. In a census conducted by State Statistics Committee of Ukraine in 2001,             
statistics showed that 56,9 percent of the Donetsk province citizens defined           
themselves as ethnic Ukrainians and 58 percent in the Luhansk province, while            
people who claimed Russian ethnicity constituted 38,2 percent in Donetsk and 39            
percent in Luhansk (State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, 2001). Despite this,           
citizens claiming the Russian language to be their first language claimed a much             
larger proportion in the provinces in the same census; 74,9 percent of the             
population in Donetsk, and 68,8 percent in Luhansk (Ibid.) The discrepancy           
between self-identified ethnicity and first language is one indication of distinction           
between cultural and ethnic indicators of the Donbas population – a distinction that             
grew to divide political forces severely after Euromaidan. The cultural, geopolitical,           
and historical context all added up for making Donbas the optimal battlefield of the              
conflict.  

 
While Euromaidan protesters celebrated the victory of the Euromaidan protests,          
which resulted in a changed and EU positive government, pro-Russian separatists           
mobilized in several eastern Ukrainian cities (Yekelchyk 2015:141). Unlike most          
regions, Donbas did not have the capacity to stop the separatist mobilization due to              
lack of forces, since the old ruling class and police were not properly equipped to               
handle a take over of the regions (Ibid.) Instead, they either fled or capitulated to               
the separatists. The Ukrainian lacking capacity to retaliate proved how Donbas was            
an extra vulnerable region to separatist take over (Ibid.).  
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The pro-Russian separatist take over had almost immediate results; in April-May           
2014, DPR and LPR Donetsk called for independence in Donbas (UCDP Ukraine,            
2019). On April 7, pro-Russian separatists occupied the government buildings and           
proclaimed the People’s Republic in Donetsk and Kharkiv. Ukrainian authorities          
managed to retake control over in Kharkiv, but not Donetsk. Shortly after, on April              
28, pro-Russian separatists also managed to proclaim the LPR in the Luhansk            
province (Yekelchyk 2015:144).  

 
Although Donbas has clearly suffered from several ethnic complexities historically,          
it is not the root cause of the armed conflict. Rather, the lacking governmental              
capacity and the will to stall the conflict has been one of the main reasons for the                 
outcome, which I argue in my analysis chapter. As Åslund claims (2015), the             
fractured and obsolete government has clearly contributed to detrimental moments          
in the Donbas and Ukraine peace process, which could only be resolved by getting              
rid of the obsolete political establishment and create new political reforms           
(2015:113). 

 
 

4. 3 Escalations in the Conflict 
 

In an attempt to de-escalate the conflict, representatives from the EU, United States,             
Ukraine and Russia met in Geneva on April 17 2014 to declare a statement              
requiring an immediate end to the violence and disarmament of unauthorized           
military activity. They introduced a process that would initiate decentralization of           
power within Ukraine through a constitutional reform, providing the regions more           
independence (Yekelchyk 2015:155). The arrangement in Geneva did not lead to           
any changes in the situation – rather, the conflict escalated severely (Cindy Wittke             
2019:267). According to a report submitted pursuant to Human Rights Council           
resolution 26/30 on September 19 2014, the region suffered from a complete            
breakdown in law and order after the declarations of DPR and LPR, which             
simultaneously led to parallel, unauthorized structures created by armed groups          
who attempted to exercise control over the collapsing public functions (Human           
Rights Council resolution 2014:4–5).  

 
The takeover of parts of Donetsk and Luhansk by the DPR and LPR rapidity led to                
a violent escalations between pro-Russian separatists and Ukrainian forces, which          
caused several violations of human rights and international humanitarian law. It           
also prevented citizens to exercise democratic rights such as voting. In the            
presidential election on May 25 2014, it was reported that approximately 50-60            
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percent of the citizens were prevented from voting by the armed groups (OHCHR             
seventh report:6). 
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5 Analysis 
 
 
 
 

Below, I will present empirical documentations by the OHCHR of legislative           
developments and institutional reforms that were made between July 16 2014 –            
February 15 2015 by Ukrainian Government as an attempt to contribute to the             
peace process. I will also present the Minsk Agreements to the extent they cover              
governmental issues. The issue of corruption is not directly addressed in the Minsk             
Agreements, but naturally reflect how political decisions have been conducted in           
Ukraine. Therefore, I argue that laws on corruption also must be covered. 

 
 

5.1 Fifth Report 
 

The fifth report on the human rights situation in Ukraine covered the time period              
July 16 – August 17 2014, and revealed escalating hostilities and severe            
increasement of deaths since preceding reports. Highly conservative records of          
casualties provided by The UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine           
(HRMMU) and the World Health Organization (WHO) based on accessible data           
estimated at least 1,200 deaths during the reported time period, making it to 36              
people on average a day (OHCHR fifth report:7). The conflict led to disastrous             
consequences, especially in the Luhansk province where the fighting increased          
intensely; citizens suffered from absence of water, food and electricity, inadequate           
medical services, and defaulted communication (OHCHR fifth report:3). The         
Donbas region practically faced a social and political collapse during July and            
August, which have been considered to be the most intense and violent months of              
the conflict. 

 
Intending to improve the situation, Parliament passed three laws on August 12 to             
temporarily increase the law enforcements authority significantly in order to stall           
escalating violence in Donbas  (OHCHR fifth report:21).  

 
The first law targeted the issue of terrorism by extending the time period that a               
suspect could be held in custody due to suspected terrorism without initiating            
criminal proceeding. Normally, the suspect had to face court within 60 hours from             
being arrested, which was extended to 30 days in the lew law. This violated article               
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9(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, protecting the right             
to immediately face before a judge when being arrested (OHCHR fifth report:21).  

 
The second law allowed prosecutors to withhold judiciary responsibility in urgent           
situations by expanding their permissions to search for property, documents and           
other relevant material if one was suspected of terrorist actions. This authority is             
usually strictly bound to courtly activity and contradicts the Ukrainian Constitution,           
that restrict any type of court function delegating. Furthermore, it also opposed            
international suggestions on legislative delegation (Ibid.).  

 
The third law would allow authorized police to use violence without cautionary in             
any given circumstance in the conflicted areas of Donbas. Violent authorized           
behaviour in this way is directly contrary to the UN Basic Principles on firearm and               
force usage by officials, which is only recommended to be used in protective             
causes, and after clear warnings of the intent to use guns (OHCHR fifth report:22). 

 
Beyond these legislative implementations, Parliament adopted another law which         
would authorise the coming Chief Military Prosecutor and Prosecutor Deputy to           
perform alternative duties of his or her own choice. The Donetsk and Luhansk             
provinces, that did not have a functionable law enforcement, would profit from this             
is the sense that the extra functions of the Prosecutor Deputy would fill a temporal               
gap in the Donbas criminal justice system (Ibid.). 

 
Claiming the political establishment to be obsolete, Åslund advocates creations of           
new political reforms in order to rebuild a trustworthy, political legislature (Åslund            
2015:113). Responding to Euromaidan protests that criticized political measures,         
the Ukrainian Government took further steps to implement a National Reform           
Council (NRC) on July 23 2014 under the newly appointed President Petro            
Poroshenko, that sought to change constitutional amendments. The proposed         
amendments anticipated decentralization of power and protection of minority         
rights, among other matters. Through the help of the NRC, an Executive Committee             
and an Advisory Council for Reforms, Poroshenko wanted to create a legal            
framework that would proceed with these amendments. The Executive Committee          
would be responsible for strategizing, implementing and monitoring of the          
implementations of the amendments, the Advisory Council would ensure that          
international law and the amendments were correlating, and the NRC to regulate            
activities by the ministries and government agencies in their formulating and           
achieving amendment changes (OHCHR fifth report:20). The draft was supposed to           
be responded by the Venice Commission of the Council of Europe in August but              
was later postponed until October.  
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It is possible to claim that attempts to halt the escalating conflict were initiated by               
Ukrainian Government during this time period to promote the peace process, but            
with little success - Ukrainian Government suggested new laws and constitutional           
changes to initiate decentralization, security operations to prevent terrorist acts, and           
by allowing direct action toward assumed violence by local police. Although these            
initiatives displayed governmental capacity to some extent, they laws on terrorist           
prevention and security issues violated international humanitarian law. Westendorf         
emphasizes governmental capacity by their capacity and willingness to grant peace           
consolidation (Westendorf 2015:49). None of these laws were directly connected to           
the Geneva meeting on April 17, indicating a lacking commitment by Ukrainian            
Government towards an international peace process initiative. Evaluating the         
opposing acting against international humanitarian in order to prevent escalations of           
the conflict sheds light on two notions. Firstly, implementing laws that protected            
authorities such as the police, to be held accountable for unprovoked violent            
behaviour in an urge to end unauthorized violence, comprised that Ukrainian           
Government lacked the will, principally and physically, to end the hostilities           
resulting in deaths by minimalist means.  
 
This can, and should be considered as a failure in minimalist terms. Secondly, it              
entrenches the need for a theoretical approach that encapsulate ambiguous          
governmental actions without condemning the whole peace process. Reconstructing         
governmental infrastructure is one of the key elements of restoring peace in a             
violent caused country, and international communities presumes ‘good governance’         
as a goal in peace consolidation highly (Westendorf 2015:109). Assuming ‘good           
governance’ to refer to ideological liberal peaces standards, since it is promoted by             
international communities, the implementation of the Amendment to the Law of           
Ukraine “On Police” was a directly conflicting it because of its opposing of             
international humanitarian law. Although these laws opposed international law, it          
must be noted that Poroshenko had also addressed other crucial law           
implementations such as decentralization up to this point, which should be           
considered a positive progress in the peace process. Judging from the empirics, the             
Ukrainian Government up til August 2014 indicated equivocal incentives in the           
peace process of Donbas from a legislative and constitutional point of view.  

 
The maximalist approach might have considered the law on police authority a            
failure because of its international violations. But it is important to note that it also               
reflects a institutional transformation capacity in the sense that Ukrainian          
Government managed to implement laws that they considered proactive. The          
contradiction lies in the ideological perception of what legislative implementations          
should be affirmed.  
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5. 1. 1 Implementing Minsk Agreement I 
 

On September 5 2014, the so called Trilateral Contact Group on Ukraine met in              
Minsk to settle and sign the Minsk Agreement under supervision by the OSCE in              
order to start a peace process in Ukraine. The consultation resulted in a twelve point               
peace plan, signed by M. Y. Zurabov, Ambassador of the Russian Federation to             
Ukraine, L. D. Kuchma, second President of Ukraine, Heidi Tagliavini,          
Ambassador of the OSCE, A. W. Zakharchenko, former head of LPR, and I. W.              
Plotnitsky, former Head of DPR (Minsk Protocol I, 2014).  

 
The Minsk Agreement was a first official international step towards signing a            
ceasefire in the Donbas. Ukrainian Government also agreed to implement          
decentralization of power and temporary self-government in certain parts of          
Donetsk and Luhansk provinces under the Law on Special Status (Minsk           
Agreement I, 2014) as a provision. This promise was later withdrawn when the             
ceasefire was violated (Yekelchyk 2015:156).  

 
The agreement constituted a peace process plan by minimalist measure, by           
emphasizing the ending violent hostilities, but never went as far as claiming a full              
democratization process, since Ukraine already upheld several democratic        
institutions. The issue was the flawed State structure, that was shaped by corruption             
and incapability to sustain institutional capacity (Kuzio 2015, Westendorf         
2015:110). These flaws regarded elections, legislative transparency, among other         
(Åslund & McFaul 2006; OHCHR; Kuzio 2015). It is a misjudgement to allege the              
gonverntal requirements of the Minsk Agreement to be equivalent to a full            
democratization process by maximalist means, since there was never such strong           
need for it. Rather, it was a call to institutionalize reforms that obtained liberal              
democratic characteristics.  

 
The minimalist+politics approach suggest a path that highlights the dynamic          
essence of peace consolidation, which was reflected in the Government’s          
ambiguous approach to their legislative and constitutional suggestions,        
implementations and refusals so far, both towards the Minsk Agreements and the            
country. It is possible to claim that the Ukrainian Government had failed by             
minimalistic means, since they had not managed to end violent hostilities by this             
time, nor endorsed any settlements that indicated a will to end hostilities, but the              
dynamic essence of the governmental sphere was demonstrated in Ukrainian          
Government’s ambiguous decision making concerning decentralization. It is not         
possible to measure the will of reinforcing flawed governmental structures, but the            
indications that were visible up to this point suggested that Ukrainian Government            
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did take action towards implementing decentralization before the ceasefire         
violation, but  later deliberately withdrew them. 

 
The Minsk Agreement was never a legally binding document, since Russia and            
Ukraine had sent representatives that were not legally authorized to sign legal            
documents, and DPR/LPR representatives had never been officially acknowledged         
by neither Ukrainian Government, nor OSCE (Tim Peters, Anastasiia Shapkina          
2019:3). This created loopholes for the actors in the implementations of the            
provisions, since no accountability could be held against the ones not committing to             
these. Sending an unauthorized representative from Ukraine also showed a lack of            
interest in legitimizing the separatist movement by Ukrainian Government. Despite          
the non-legal framework that constituted the Minsk Agreement I and Ukrainian           
Government’s lacking implementation of provisions, it created a politico-legal         
reference for Ukraine and the other actors on how to handle the conflict.  

 
Because of the sixth report’s absence, I will move on directly to the seventh report.  

 

5. 2 Seventh Report 
 

The seventh OHCHR report revealed major changes and developments on the           
human rights situation that were made between September 17 – October 31 2014.             
OHCHR reported that the meeting in Minsk never really actually transpired into a             
ceasefire. The battle between Ukrainian armed force and pro-Russian separatists          
continued, causing on average 13 civilian deaths a day during the reported time             
period. Since the breakout of the conflict in mid-April until October 31,            
approximately 4,042 people had been killed due to the hostilities (OHCHR seventh            
report:4). The DPR/LPR controlled areas continued to suffer from a massive           
breakdown in law and order. DPR/LPR had also by this time developed the parallel              
government system in Donetsk and Luhansk (OHCHR seventh report:47).  

 
An immediate legislative respond to the Minsk Agreements provisions on local           
self-governance and decentralization was initiated by Ukrainian authorities – on          
September 16, Parliament passed a law ‘On the Special Procedure of Local            
Self-Government in Some Districts of Donetsk and Luhansk Regions’ which          
entered into force on October 18. The law aimed to maintain for three years ahead               
and allowed self-governing by local authorities in multiple areas in Donetsk and            
Luhansk, usage of Russian language in public life, and local elections that were             
aimed to be held on December 7, 2014 (OHCHR seventh report:39). The law also              
approved the areas to hold special status, making it impossible to diminish their             
finances by the State under all circumstances and making alternative, voluntary           
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people’s police accountable to the local authorities instead of higher, state           
authorities (Ibid.). Implementing a law of this character created greater possibilities           
for certain areas of Donetsk and Luhansk to govern independently and developing            
closer cooperation with Russia's administrative and territorial units (Ibid.).  

 
Further attempts to rebuild the governmental structure was made by Poroshenko on            
September 25, when his ’Strategy for the Sustainable Development of Ukraine -            
2020’ was presented. This proposal contained over 60 legislative and institutional           
reforms that sought to fight corruption, gain EU membership, improve the judiciary            
and defence system, and address the issue of decentralization (OHCHR seventh           
report:32).  

 
Once again, Ukrainian Government addressed the issue of decentralization. This          
has been a topical issue since the country’s independence in 1991, and the question              
rose significantly in relation to Donbas conflict by international actors, regarding           
decentralization to be key in the peace process of Ukraine (Wittke 2019:271). The             
several attempts to implement laws on decentralization and to eliminate corruption           
indicated on a greater will to contribute to peace consolidating provisions suggested            
in the Minsk Agreement. At this stage, rather than unwillingness, the difficulty of             
allowing decentralization in a region that was not fully governed by Ukrainian            
authorities was related to an insufficient institutional capacity. Resonating with           
Westendorf’s emphasis on institutional capacity, that is measured by the          
government's capability to to practice their core functions, the difficulty of           
implementing a legal and stable decentralization procedure confirmed the Ukrainian          
Government’s weaknesses (Westendorf 2015:109). The fragmented governmental       
structure was clearly visible through the inadequate regional power distribution in           
the Donetsk and Luhansk regions through the DPR/LPR establishment of a parallel            
law and order structure.  

 
On October 27, the Venice Commission of the Council of Europe responded to the              
draft of constitutional changes that was suggested in early July (OHCHR fifth            
report:20) with positive as well as improving feedback. Advances regarding          
decentralization toward further local self-governance were welcomed since they         
would initially allow regional and district councils to independently elect their own            
administrative organs. This would dismiss state administration at regional level, and           
authorize the community to control planning and taxes (OHCHR seventh          
report:33). The improvements mainly regarded that some of the President's          
authorities interfered governmental functions, which could essentially lead to a          
conflict of interest. Instead, they proposed a greater power distinction between the            
President’s and the governmental functions, by enabling the President to assign and            
decline some state officials without the approval of any other State organs (Ibid.).             
The Venice Commission's suggestions clearly responded to the institutional         
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capacity of Ukraine, attempting to improve this. It was also suggested that            
Poroshenko's deputies in the eastern regions would be able to oversee agreements            
by self-government organs through the law and constitutional principles as well as            
guaranteeing coordination between central governmental authorities (Ibid.). The        
Venice Commision were also concerned by the fact that the new constitutional            
suggestions had not been informed nor consulted with Ukrainian citizens. In the            
case of Ukraine, governmental transparency was very relevant due to their political            
history of corruption, since transparency is a strong tool in order to hold corrupt              
leaders accountable for their decisions and actions.  

 
Governmental attempts to resolve the severe corruption were made when          
Parliament under Poroshenko approved a law package on this matter on October 14,             
containing three laws; the first law anticipated to develop a State anti-corruption            
bureau that sought to make administrate investigations of crimes that were           
presumed to have been committed by state officials, prosecutors, and judges. The            
State anti-corruption bureaus main purpose would be to file cases against the            
suspected corrupt officials and charge them on violations. This law would enter into             
force on January 25, 2015 (OHCHR seventh report:36). The second law aimed to             
disclose company ownership by investigating information attached to the owners          
commercial bodies registered in Ukraine, and to publicly register their property.           
This would be done by implementing required e-declaration of all incomes as well             
as expenditures of governmental officials, providing a transparent system that          
aimed to prevent secret mediating. Additionally, a National commision would be           
implemented, with the purpose to report officials checks on lifestyle and           
declarations. This law would enter into force on April 26, 2015.  

 
A law to implement international recommendations to prevent money laundering          
and the funding of terrorism or proliferation of weapons was also presented. This             
law would be implemented shortly after the passing of the package of laws on              
corruption, on October 26, and provide for a three-year strategy to fight corruption             
(Ibid.). These laws aimed to provide a stronger tool to fight corruption in Ukraine.              
They would also favor transparency in the economic distribution in the State,            
making it more difficult to maintain corruption.  

 
Parallel with the adoption of the anti-corruption laws, an order on ‘on The National              
Council on Anti-Corruption Policy’ was signed by Poroshenko, with the purpose of            
examining the corruption situation of the country, and to coordinate and control            
state anti-corruption policy. The council would exist of 17 official representatives,           
nine of whom would be non-governmental (OHCHR seventh report:37).  

 
The minimalist+politics approach evaluates the governmental sphere by its         
perceived legitimacy in the political context by its trustworthiness, making the           
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question of corruption highly relevant (Westendorf 2015:49). The new         
anti-corruption laws were therefore important steps of the peace process of Ukraine            
and Donbas as a law to legitimize the Ukrainian Government. It would also             
improve the matter on institutional transformation, since it acknowledged         
progression of constitutional reforms and new laws. This matter was current, but            
not urgent in the Donbas conflict context to the same extent as the laws on               
decentralization and ending of violent hostilities.  

 
After the Ukrainian Government and separatist groups proclaimed a ‘silence          
regime’, in October, the violent forces decreased to some extent. Above the parallel             
governmental structure created by DPR/LPR, separatists also declared a proposal to           
conduct alternative presidential and parliamentary elections on November 2, that          
would be held outside of Ukraines legal structure (OHCHR seventh report:4).           
Additionally, DPR also started constructing a parallel judiciary system, appointing          
two head officials in September. On September 23, they appointed the former            
prosecutor general of the DPR to be head of their supreme court as well as a                
Minister of Justice of the DPR (OHCHR seventh report:32). These initiations were            
condemned by Ukrainian Government as well as international communities.         
DPR/LPRs building of a parallel system demonstrated Ukraine’s insufficient         
institutional capacity in two manners. It showed that the Ukrainian Government           
were incapable of maintaining power over the region, and at the same time shed              
light on their struggles in implementing decentralization in a way that would align             
with Ukrainian law. Instead, DPR/LPR indirectly evoked decentralizing features by          
unauthorized methods.  

 
Despite mutual violations of the Minsk Agreement I and lack of sanctions and             
accountability of the violations, Wittke argues the agreement to be an important            
political and legal framework that is necessary to address the issues of how to settle               
the conflict, transformation and conflict management (2019:264). It also opened          
for the possibility for interaction between international, and domestic actors,          
politics, and laws, regardless whether the outcome results in substantial peace           
(Wittke 2019:265).  

 

5. 3 Eighth Report  
 

The eighth report from OHCHR covered November 1 - November 30, and revealed             
a sustained critical situation in the Donbas with continuing cases of fatalities and             
violations of international humanitarian law despite the Minsk Agreement. This was           
due to a lack of implementation of several pivotal provisions - the law on special               
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status and self-governance in some areas of Donetsk and Luhansk, amongst others            
(OHCHR eighth report:3–4).  

 
Death tolls continued to increase and reached at least 4,364 deaths by November             
30. Neither Ukrainian Government nor DPR/LPR took responsibility for the          
civilian casualties occured after the Minsk Agreement I implementation (OHCHR          
eighth report:8). Ukrainian Government's refusal of implementing self-governance        
was countered by DPR/LPR, who arranged unauthorized elections, violating the          
Minsk Agreement as well as Ukrainian law. (OHCHR eighth report:4).  

 
Concerning legislative and governmental developments, the suggestions and        
implementations presented in the seventh OHCHR report on anti-corruption         
measurements were welcomed by the international community (OHCHR eighth         
report:6). The amendment concerning detention of suspected terrorists maintained,         
and retained a 30 day detention time span, despite violating international standards.  

 
The peace process also met a governmental backlash due to the failed            
implementations of some provisions of the Minsk agreement. Ukrainian         
Government withdrew the law that provided local self-governance in areas of           
Donetsk and Luhansk as a sanction against the unauthorized elections held by            
DPR/LPR on 2 November (OHCHR eighth report:6). These elections were also           
condemned by the OSCE - OSCE Chairman Didier Burkhalter claimed the           
elections to be “counter to the letter and spirit of the Minsk Protocol” (OSCE Press               
Release 2014). As a way to assert themselves, Ukrainian Government decided to            
relocate all State organizations and institutions that were located in areas controlled            
by DPR/LPR and move them to areas that were controlled by Ukrainian            
Government after the November 2 elections (OHCHR eighth report:6). By this           
time, Ukrainian Government’s unwillingness to implement peace operating        
provisions started to appear more visibly, much because of their opponents           
increasingly offensive behaviour. Hilde Hauge (2016:355) noticed that the lack of           
implementations of the provisions was connected to the fundamental political          
disagreement over the conflict’s root causes between the concerned actors. Ukraine           
had refused to acknowledge the DPR/LPR separatist groups since their          
establishment. Hence, implementing provisions despite DPR/LPRs violations of the         
Minsk Agreement and Ukrainian Law, would legitimize the separatists elections on           
November 2.  
 
Before continuing, I shortly want to address the separatist held elections on            
November 2. Elections are one of the highest indications of democracy, according            
to the ideology of liberal democracy (Mac Ginty 2010:156). One issue of putting             
too much democratic value in electoral politics, is that it often values the quantity              
over quality of political decisions – meaning that being able to vote correspond with              
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democratic values higher than the political decisions that may result from these            
electorate (Ibid.). Therefore, this does not necessarily say anything about the quality            
of governmental capacity, as liberal democratic ideology claims. DPR/LPRs calling          
for elections is not a direct indicator of governmental capacity, but the opposite -              
since they were declared unauthorized. Initializing alternative institutions as         
elections rather sheds light on the institutional capacity of Ukraine, and how they             
lost their governmental structure to DPR/LPR.  

 
It also conflicts Åslund’s argument, who claims that in order to get rid of the               
obsolete political establishment in Ukraine, democratic elections must be held          
(Åslund 2015:113). Although democratic elections would emphasize the issue of          
corruption in the Ukrainian Government, the fact remain that the flawed           
governmental structure would not improve by implementing elections solely. In          
fact, in the Presidential Election 2014 when Poroshenko was elected, approximately           
50-60% of the Donbas citizens were kept from voting by the alternativ separatist             
regime in Donetsk and Luhansk (OHCHR seventh report:6). This was a direct result             
of Ukraine’s governmental capacity to maintain judicial and governmental power of           
the Donbas area, which stymied civilians to practice their civil rights. This, if             
anything, indicated a lacking institutional capacity, as emphasized by Westendorf          
(Westendorf 2015:109). Åslunds argument deals with the democratic flaw caused          
by the heavy corruption, which could essentially be improved by free elections.  

 
Ukrainian Governmental institutional transformation was also refuted during this         
time – by November 30, none of the proposals on decentralization had been             
converted into legally binding commitments, neither had Poroshenko's proposed         
Constitutional law drafts that were submitted in July been discussed in Parliament            
(OHCHR eighth report:14–15), despite the Venice Commissions improving        
proposals to the Constitutional amendment changes.  

 
Peace consolidation is a complex issue that faces many practical challenges in the             
implementations of peacekeeping provisions. Peace processes are often undermined         
by low commitment and bad faith in key actors as governmental bodies            
(Westendorf 2015:215). Ukrainian Government showed ambiguous tendencies in        
their commitment to the peace process of Donbas, most vividly in their actions             
toward implementing laws on decentralization suggested in the Minsk Agreements.          
On the one hand, several laws were suggested, on the other hand, the actual              
implementation of these laws did not go through despite approval from           
international communities as the Venice Commission and OSCE. This may be           
linked to several reasons such as lack of true commitment to the peace process,              
institutional incapability and political incentives.  
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Summing up the eight report, OHCHR continued to push for all actors to respect              
human rights and immediately end all armed hostilities in order to establish            
negative peace. They also put big emphasis on continued progress in creating a             
reliable Government as a key determinant of peacebuilding, improving social,          
economic and security areas since transparency, anti-corruption and reinforcement         
of the law through institutional reforms are key indicators of a reliable government             
(OHCHR eighth report:17-18). 

 

5. 4 Ninth Report 
 

Lastly, I will address the time period December 1 – February 15, 2015.             
Non-implementation of the Minsk agreement provisions that were agreed upon in           
September left remarkable marks in the Donbas region and led to an increasing             
number of fatalities of civilians during the time period December 1 - February 15.              
The situation in Donbas was drastically worsen in January, and escalated into            
hostilities that had not been seen since post-Minsk Agreement I. In the time period              
that the ninth report covered, somewhat 1,012 were killed as a direct result of the               
armed hostilities in the region (OHCHR ninth report:8).  

 
Poroshenko’s ‘Strategy for the Sustainable Development of Ukraine – 2020’,          
including that was presented on September 25, 2014 was signed by himself on             
January 12 2015, containing 62 reforms that sought to eliminate corruption,           
implement decentralization, and improving public administration, court and        
security operations (OHCHR eight report:21). Additional anti-corruption laws were         
also implemented. This signing also authorized the National Council of Reforms           
that was proposed (Ibid.). Despite these actions, OHCHR claimed that little           
progress had been accomplished regarding addressing actors responsibility for         
human rights violations in the Donbas area (OHCHR eight report:6).  

 
On February 11–12, another set of peace talks were organized, leading to a second              
Minsk agreement. The agreement resembled the first Minsk agreement, initiating a           
new, unconditional ceasefire that would start at midnight February 15, demanding           
withdrawal of heavy weapons from all sides, adopting decentralizing laws, ensuring           
amnesty to all political prisoners and establishing full control over the conflicted            
area in Donbas by the Ukrainian Government (Minsk Agreement II, 2015). This            
time, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President François Hollande,         
Russian President Vladimir Putin, and Ukrainian President Poroshenko, also known          
as the Normandy Format, met to discuss and negotiate the Minsk Agreement II in a               
17 hour marathon meeting (Yekelchyk 2015:156). The negotiations were conducted          
by the Normandy Format, but once again signed by the Trilateral Contact group,             
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consisting of unauthorized representatives, who also held a meeting in Minsk           
simultaneously (Ibid.). Implementing constitutional reforms on decentralization of        
power was the key element above the ceasefire (Ibid:157).  

 
Ukrainian Government did not meet the provisions on decentralization properly,          
since they only agreed on including the conditions for DPR/LPR in the law on              
special status if two counter conditions were met; that all weaponry by foreign             
militair were withdrawn from Ukrainian territory; and if local elections in certain            
parts of Donetsk and Luhansk were held under Ukrainian legislative praxis and            
international law, which they were not (Peters & Shapkina 2019:4). Viewing peace             
agreements as political and legal institutions with the purpose of containing rather            
than resolving a conflict is suggested by Bell and Pospisil (2017:583) is a helpful              
indicator in the navigation of understanding the Minsk Agreements purpose and the            
actors commitments. These type of agreements often sheds light on the actor's most             
essential incompatibilities that puts hold of the peace process (Ibid.). The Ukrainian            
lack of will to implement provisions if these were not met by counter conditions by               
the DPR/LPR was an important indicator of lacking commitment to the peace            
process, since the commitment seemed to be conditioned by their dependence of            
other actors commitment. Sending unauthorized representatives is another way to          
display the conditioned commitment, since it sends out two messages by Ukrainian            
Government – the refusal of acknowledging DPR/LPR, and the unwillingness to           
legally commit to the peace process. That actors sign peace agreements is not             
equivalent to a willingness to cooperate in its implementation (Westendorf          
2015:215), which is indicated by both Ukrainian Government and DPR/LPR on the            
issue of decentralization.  
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6 Conclusion 
 
 
 
 

This paper has sought to identify indicators that explain why Ukrainian           
Government's actions in the Donbas conflict have not resulted in peace, focusing on             
legislative developments and institutional reforms. These indicators have been         
exposed through the insufficient institutional transformation and institutional        
capacity. Westendorf claims these to be two components that constitutes          
governance building in peace processes (Westendorf 2015:109-110). Searching        
within these components has shed light on the flaws that have halted the             
governmental contribution in the Donbas peace process.  
 
Many legislative and constitutional reforms regarding decentralization,       
anti-corruption and security were suggested between July 16 2014 - February 15,            
2015 by Ukrainian Government, but not all were implemented. Indications of           
lacking governmental capacity caused by corruption, as well as indications of           
unwillingness to implement some laws seems to have affected why Ukrainian           
Government failed to halt the conflict of Donbas.  
 
Despite the fact that Ukrainian Government as well as the Minsk Agreements            
considered decentralization to be a key provision, Ukraine decided to withdraw           
their promise for decentralization as a way of positioning themselves against the            
DPR/LPR unauthorized elections on November 2.  

 
The institutional capacity has to a great extent been flawed by the high level of               
corruption that has infiltrated the Ukrainian Government historically (Kuzio 2015).          
It has also been tested strongly because of DPR/LPRs establishment of a parallel,             
governmental structure in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, which was one of            
Ukrainian Government’s big indicators of insufficient institutional capacity.  
 
Insufficient institutional and transformation capacity have both halted the conflict          
of Donbas. This has been demonstrated through the governmental incapability and           
unwillingness to implement key provisions on laws concerning decentralization,         
security, and anti-corruption. A reinforcement of governmental capacity and         
transformation is decisive in order accomplish sustainable peace. Ending violent          
hostilities is also a crucial provision to accomplish peace. Since Ukraine           
implemented three laws that violated international humanitarian law in August          
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2014, one of them allowing police to use violence without any precautions, they did              
not indicate a strong will to establish a ceasefire.  

 
It has been proven that the minimalist+politics approach is a sufficient tool in             
studies of governmental capacity, especially in a hybrid regime State that do not             
seek to implement a full scale democratization process. Since Ukraine already           
obtained several democratic, albeit highly flawed institutions, it has been          
productive to study the governmental actions without measuring these by normative           
standards. Westendorf and Mac Ginty believes the maximalist/liberal democratic         
peace approach is limiting in order to fully understand the context of conflicts,             
since peace cannot be achieved simply through a formula. The contextual situation            
highlighted in this aspect is that Ukraine is built on democratic characteristics that             
are so flawed by corruption and domestic issues, that neither a minimalist or             
maximalist approach can fully encapsulate the country’s governmental behaviour or          
actions. Using process tracing has allowed me to chronologically follow Ukrainian           
Government’s legislative developments. 

 
Despite providing input in one aspect, further studies of greater scope are necessary             
to fully explain and predict the outcome of the conflict, taking foreign, security,             
economic and transitional justice aspects into account. In particular, I believe           
studies that combine Yekelchyk’s three spheres will be helpful to fully grasp the             
conflicts many layers. In future studies, I therefore suggest approaches that seeks            
answers within these field. 
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